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Abstract. In 2001, Hsu et al. proposed a non-repudiable threshold proxy signature with known
signers. In their scheme, the proxy group cannot deny having signed the proxy signature if they
did. However, Hsu et al.’s scheme is vulnerable to some attacks. A malicious original signer or
malicious proxy signer can impersonate some other proxy signers to generate proxy signatures.
In this article, we shall present our cryptanalysis of the Hsu et al.’s scheme. After that, we shall
propose a new threshold proxy signature that can overcome the weaknesses.
Key words: digital signature, proxy signature, threshold proxy signature.

1. Introduction
The concept of a proxy signature (Mambo et al., 1996a; Mambo et al., 1996b) was first
introduced in 1996. The proxy signature scheme allows the original signer to delegate
her/his signing capability to a designated person, called a proxy signer. The proxy signer
generates the proxy signature on a message on behalf of the original signer. After that,
any verifier can check the validity of the proxy signature and can make sure of the original
signer’s agreement on the signed message.
Following the development of the proxy signature scheme, some threshold proxy signature schemes have been proposed and widely studied (Hsu et al., 2001; Hwang et al.,
2000; Hwang et al., 2002b; Kim et al., 1997; Sun, 1999; Zhang, 1997). In a (t, n) threshold proxy signature scheme, which is a variant of the proxy signature scheme, the proxy
signature key is shared among a group of n proxy signers delegated by the original signer.
Any t or more proxy signers can cooperatively sign messages on behalf of the original
signer.
Sun (1999) proposed an efficient non-repudiable threshold proxy signature scheme
with known signers based on Kim’s scheme (Kim et al., 1997). Sun’s scheme is more
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efficient than other threshold proxy signature schemes and has the non-repudiable property. The main advantage of Sun’s scheme is that the verifier is able to identify the actual
signers in the proxy group. However, Sun’s scheme is vulnerable to the collusion attack
(Hwang et al., 2000) and the conspiracy attack (Hsu et al., 2001).
Hsu et al. (2001) proposed a new and efficient non-repudiable proxy signature scheme
that could withstand the above attacks. Furthermore, it also outperformed Sun’s scheme
in computational complexity and communication cost. However, we will show that Hsu
et al.’s scheme is vulnerable to the public key substitution and the insider forgery attacks
in this article. A malicious original signer can impersonate t or more legal proxy signers
to generate proxy signatures. Besides, the malicious proxy signer can impersonate t−1 or
more legal proxy signers to generate proxy signatures. Moreover, the real proxy signers
cannot deny having signed the proxy signature before though they did not.
In this article, we shall show the weaknesses of Hsu et al.’s scheme and remedy the
problems. In the next section, we shall review Hsu et al.’s scheme (the Hsu-Wu-Wu
scheme). In Section 3, we shall show that the Hsu-Wu-Wu scheme is vulnerable to the
public key substitution attack (Sun, 2000) and the insider forgery attack (Li et al., 2000).
In Section 4, our improved scheme and the security analysis of the improved scheme will
be proposed and presented. Finally, the concluding remarks will be in the last section.

2. Review of the Hsu-Wu-Wu Scheme

The scheme includes four phases: secret share generation, proxy share generation, proxy
signature generation, and proxy signature verification. There exists a system authority
(SA) whose tasks are to initialize the system and to manage the public directory. In the
secret share generation phase, initially, SA selects and publishes the following parameters:
•
•
•
•
•

p: a large prime,
q: a large prime factor of p − 1,
g: a generator in GF (p) of order q,
h(·): a one-way hash function,
Mw : a warrant which records the identities of the original signer and the proxy
signers of the proxy group, parameters t and n, the valid delegation time, etc.,
• ASID: (Actual Signers’ ID) the identities of the actual signers.
Each user Ui , with the public identifier vi ∈ Zq , owns a private key xi ∈ Zq∗ and
a public key yi = gxi mod p which is certified by a certificate authority (CA). Let UO
be the original signer and GP = {UP1 , UP2 , · · · , UPn } be the proxy group of n proxy
signers.
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2.1. Secret Share Generation Phase
SA selects the group private key XG and calculates the group public key YG = gXG mod
p which is certified by CA. Then, SA randomly creates a (t − 1)-degree polynomial as
f(v) = XG + a1 v + a2 v2 + · · · + at−1 vt−1 mod q,
where the random integers ai ∈ Zq (i = 1, 2, · · · , t − 1).
For each UPi ∈ GP , SA calculates the secret share γi = f(vi ) and the corresponding
public information τi = gγi mod p, where vi is the public identifier for UPi . Then, SA
separately sends γi to UPi via a secure channel and publishes all τi ’s.
2.2. Proxy Share Generation Phase
UO performs the following steps to delegate the signing capability to GP .
1. Select a random number k ∈ Zq∗ and calculate K = gk mod p.
2. Calculate the proxy signature key as σ = k + xO h(Mw K) mod q, where ””
denotes the concatenation operator.
3. Generate a polynomial fO (v) = σ + b1 v + b2 v2 + · · · + bt−1 vt−1 mod q, where
the random numbers bj ∈ Zq (j = 1, 2, · · · , t − 1).
4. Publish Bj = gbj mod p, for j = 1, 2, · · · , t − 1.
5. Send σi = fO (vi ) to UPi ∈ GP via a secure channel.
6. Broadcast (Mw , K).
Receiving σi , each UPi ∈ GP can validate it by checking the following equation
gσi

?
=

h(Mw K)

yO

K

 t−1


vj

Bj i


mod p.

(1)

j=1

If it holds, UPi calculates σi = σi + γi h(Mw K) mod q as her/his proxy share.
2.3. Proxy Signature Generation Phase
Given a message M , any t or more proxy signers of GP will be the proxies for UO to
sign M in this phase. Without loss of generality, let DP = {UP1 , UP2 , · · · , UPt } be the
actual proxy signers. DP as a group performs the following steps to generate the proxy
signature.
1. Each UPi selects a random number ki ∈ Zq∗ and then broadcasts ri = gki mod p.
2. Upon receiving all rj ’s (j = 1, 2, · · · , t; j = i), each UPi calculates
R=

t


rj mod p,

j=1

si = kiR + (Li σi + xPi )h(RASIDM ) mod q,
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t
where Li = j=1,j=i(−vj )(vi − vj )−1 mod q. Here, si is the individual proxy
signature which is sent to the designated clerk.
3. Upon receiving si , the designated clerk validates it by checking
g si

?
=

riR



(yO τi )h(Mw K)

 t−1


Li h(RASIDM )
j
v
Bj i K
yPi
mod p.

j=1

If it holds, (ri , si ) is the valid individual proxy signature of M . If all the
individual proxy signatures of M are valid, the clerk calculates
S=

t


sj mod q.

(2)

j=1

The proxy signature of M is (R, S, K, Mw , ASID).
2.4. Proxy Signature Verification Phase
Receiving the proxy signature (R, S, K, Mw , ASID) of M , any verifier can verify the
validity of the proxy signature and identify the actual signers. The steps of this phase are
described as follows:
1. According to Mw and ASID, the verifier can identify the original signer and the
proxy signers, and obtain the necessary public keys from the CA. In addition,
she/he can identify the actual proxy signers, too.
2. The verifier validates the proxy signature by checking
gS

?
=

t

h(RASIDM )

RR K(yO YG )h(Mw K)
yPi
mod p.

(3)

i=1

If it holds, the proxy signature (R, S, K, Mw , ASID) for M is valid.

3. The Weaknesses of the Hsu-Wu-Wu Scheme
In this section, we show that the Hsu-Wu-Wu scheme is vulnerable to the public key
substitution attack and the insider forgery attack. A malicious original signer (UO ) or
a malicious proxy signer (UPk ) can forge the valid proxy signature without the other
signers’ private keys.
3.1. Public Key Substitution Attack
In this subsection, we will show the Hsu-Wu-Wu scheme is vulnerable to the public key
substitution attack. Suppose the malicious original signer, without any private keys of the
other proxy signers, attempts to forge a valid proxy signature for a message. The steps of
this attack are as follows:
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1. UO randomly selects a private key xO ∈ Zq∗ .
2. UO waits until she/he obtains any t or more proxy signers yPi . Then, instead of
broadcasting yO = gxO mod p, she/he calculates

yO
= gxO (YG )−1

t


−h(Mw K)−1

yPi

mod p,

i=1

and reveals the value yO
as her/his public key.
3. UO selects two random numbers k and r, and calculates K and R as follows:

K = gk mod p,
R = gr mod p.
4. UO chooses a message M at will and calculates S as
S = rR + (k + xO h(Mw K))h(RASIDM ) mod q.
Then, the proxy signature for M is (R, S, K, Mw , AP SID).
Theorem 1. A forged proxy signature generated by UO according to the above steps,
namely (R, S, K, Mw , ASID), is a valid proxy signature for the message M .
Proof. On receipt of (R, S, K, Mw , ASID), the verifier checks the validity of the proxy
signature of the message M through (3) as follows.
t

h(RASIDM )

gS = RR K(yO YG )h(Mw K)
yPi
,
i=1

 
h(RASIDM )
t
t
h(Mw K) 

−h(M K)−1
= RR K gxO (YG )−1
yPi w
YG
yPi
,
R

= R (Kg
=g

i=1
xO h(Mw K) h(RASIDM )

)

i=1

,

rR+(k+xO h(Mw K))h(RASIDM )

mod p.

The above equation holds, and the forged proxy signature (R, S, K, Mw , ASID) is
taken for the valid proxy signature for message M .
3.2. Insider Forgery Attack
In this subsection, we will show the Hsu-Wu-Wu scheme is vulnerable to the insider
forgery attack feasible. Suppose a malicious proxy signer UPk , without any private key of
the other proxy signers, attempts to forge a valid proxy signature for an arbitrary message.
The attacker can take the steps as follows:
1. UPk randomly chooses a private key xPk ∈ Zq∗ .
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2. UPk waits until she/he obtains any t − 1 or more proxy signers yPi . Then, instead
of broadcasting yPk = gxPk mod p, she/he calculates
t−1

−1

yP k = gxPk K(yO YG )h(Mw K)
yPi
mod p,
i=1

and reveals the quantity yP k as her/his public key.
3. UPk chooses a random number r and calculates R as follows:
R = gr mod p.
4. UPk chooses an arbitrary message M and calculates S as
S = rR + xPk h(RASIDM ) mod q.
Then, the proxy signature for M is (R, S, K, Mw , ASID).
Theorem 2. A forged proxy signature generated by UPk according to the above steps,
namely (R, S, K, Mw , ASID), is a valid proxy signature for the message M .
Proof. On receipt of (R, S, K, Mw , ASID), the verifier checks the validity of the proxy
signature of the message M through (3) as follows.
t

h(RASIDM )

yPi
,
gS = RR K(yO YG )h(Mw K)
i=1



t−1
t−1

−1 

= RR K(yO YG )h(mw K)gxPk K(yO YG )h(Mw K) yPi
yPi x h(RASIDM ) ,
i=1
R xPk h(RASIDM )

=R g
=g

i=1

,

rR+xPk h(RASIDM )

mod p.

The above equation holds, and the forged proxy signature (R, S, K, Mw , ASID) is
taken for the valid proxy signature for the message M .

4. Improvement and Cryptanalysis
In this section, we shall modify the Hsu-Wu-Wu scheme to remedy the weaknesses described previously.
4.1. The Improved Scheme
In the Hsu-Wu-Wu scheme, the proxy signature can be forged by a malicious original
signer or malicious proxy singer. To remedy this weakness, we have modified the HsuWu-Wu scheme, and the revised scheme is as follows.
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In the proxy share generation phase, we replace σ with
σ = k + xO yO h(Mw K) mod q.
Therefore, 1) becomes as follows.
gσi

?
=

y h(Mw K)

yOO

K

 t−1


vj

Bj i


mod p.

j=1

The other steps of the proxy share generation phase are the same as those of the HsuWu-Wu scheme.
In the proxy signature generation phase, we replace si with
si = kiR + (Li σi + xPi yPi )h(RASIDM ) mod q.
The proxy signer UPi calculates si from the above equation and sends si to the designated clerk. The designated clerk can then verify the validity of si by the following
equation:
gsi ?=

riR



yO
τi )h(Mw K)
(yO

 t−1


vj
Bj i

h(RASIDM )
 Li
yPi
yPi
mod p,
K

j=1

t
where Li = j=1,j=i(−vj )(vi − vj )−1 mod q. Then, the designated clerk calculates S
from (2), and the proxy signature on message M is (R, S, K, Mw , ASID).
Finally, the verifier checks the validity of the proxy signature and identifies the actual
proxy signers from the proxy group by checking the following equation:
gS

?
=

t



yP h(RASIDM )
yO
RR K(yO
YG )h(Mw K)
yPi i
mod p.
i=1

If it holds, the verifier can make sure of the validity of the proxy signature and identify the actual signers. Furthermore, the revised scheme can withstand the public key
substitution attack and the insider forgery attack. Neither, the malicious original signer
nor anyone malicious proxy signer can forge the proxy signatures.
4.2. Security Analysis of the Improved Scheme
The security of the improved scheme is examined as follows. As with the Hsu-WuWu scheme, the level of security is quite desirable. The difference, however, is that our
scheme can withstand the public key substitution attack and the insider forgery attack.
Attack 1: Consider the public key substitution attack. The malicious original signer
UO tries to impersonate any t or more proxy signers in GP and to forge their proxy
signature without the agreement of these proxy signers.
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Analysis of attack 1: UO has to change her/his public key after the public keys of the
t or more proxy signers have been determined. Assume UO waits until she/he receives
any t proxy signers’ public keys yPi . She/He substitutes her/his public key yO .
Assume UO selects a random number xO as her/his private key. Then, UO has to make

in satisfying the following equation:
her/his public key yO
y 
yO O

=g

xO

−1

(YG )

t


−h(Mw K)−1

yPi

mod p.

i=1

In the above equation, suppose UO determines the value xO first. She/He has to obtain

the value yO
by solving the difficult problem. On the other hand, suppose UO wants

to fix yO , she/he has to solve the discrete logarithms (ElGamal, 1985; Hwang et al.,
2002a; Hwang et al., 2001; Lee et al., 2002) to find her/his private key xO . Therefore, the
malicious original signer cannot successfully forge any proxy signature for any message
by launching the public key substitution attack.
Attack 2: Consider the insider forgery attack. Suppose a malicious proxy signer UPk
tries to impersonate any t − 1 or more of the other proxy signers in GP and to forge the
proxy signature without the agreement of these proxy signers.
Analysis of attack 2: Similarly, GP can also launch the insider forgery attack. Without losing generality, suppose that the malicious proxy signer UPk wants to update her/his
public key yPk . Assume UPk waits until she/he obtains any t − 1 proxy signers’ public
keys yPi . She/He changes her/his public key yPk . UPk chooses a random number xPk and
makes her/his public key yP k as follows:
t−1

−1


yP
yPk k = gxPk K(yO YG )h(Mw K)
yPi
mod p.
i=1

However, UPk cannot create a valid proxy signature. From the above equation, assume
the value of xPk is determined first. Then, it is an extremely difficult thing to find a yP k
satisfying the equation. On the other hand, if UPk determines the integer yP k first, she/he
has to solve the discrete logarithms to find the value of xPk . Thus, the insider forgery
attack here will not work.

5. Conclusions
In this article, we have presented the public key substitution attack and the insider forgery
attack on the Hsu-Wu-Wu scheme. In these attacks, the malicious original signer or any
malicious insider proxy signer in the proxy group, without any private keys of other
proxy signers, can forge a valid proxy signature for any message. We have also proposed
a secure improved scheme to remedy the weaknesses of the Hsu-Wu-Wu scheme. In our
new scheme, neither the original signer nor any malicious proxy signer can forge the legal
proxy signature.
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